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ABSTRACT 

Networks like TOR anonymizing networks such as Internet services confidentially accessed allow users by the 

client’s IP address from the server using a sequence of routers to hide. Such networks was success, this secrecy 

for abusive purposes such as disfiguring popular websites, it has been limited users utilizing. IP-address 

blocking for disable entrée to misbehaving users in website proprietors regularly rely, but blocking IP 

addresses is not sensible if the addict direction through an anonymizing network. Anonymizing networks in As a 

result, proprietors block all known exit nodes, rejecting anonymous access to behaving and misbehaving users 

alike. This trouble, we presently Nymble, servers can “blacklist” misbehaving users on the system, 

compromising their anonymity with by blocking users. Blacklist users for whatever reasons an organization is 

consequently disbeliever to different servers’ definitions of misbehavior servers and the provide security of 

blacklisted users is preserving.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Route traffics in networks divide organizational domains on independent nodes to hide a user’s IP address. 

Sadly, some users have changed such networks under the cover of secrecy; users have frequently disfigured now 

a day’s popular websites such as Wikipedia. Since website Owners cannot blacklist individual malicious users’ 

IP addresses, the entire anonymizing network they blacklist. Such events remove malicious action through 

anonymizing networks at the cost of denying anonymous access to behaving users. In other words, a few ―bad 

apples‖ can spoil the enjoyable for all. This has happened frequently with Tor. The profit of clouds and 

outsourcing are well known, due in no small part to the ease of use low-priced high speed networks, CPUs and 

storage. Users preserve now minimize their practically eliminate infrastructure costs and executive overheads. 

Almost all major ―cloud‖ providers currently offer a database service of a few kinds as division of their 

generally solution. Frequent startups also feature more under attack database and data management platforms. 

However, important challenges lie down in the path of large-scale acceptance. Such services frequently require 

their users to essentially trust the contributor with chock-full access to the outsourced datasets. Other than 

frequent instances of illicit insider performance or data leaks have left users averse to place sensitive data under 

the organize of a remote, third-party supplier, without sensible assurances of confidentiality and privacy 

especially in big business, government frameworks and healthcare. And nowadays privacy guarantees of such 

services are at best subject users and declarative to difficult fine-print clauses   to use content for commercial 

and user behavior, governmental surveillance purposes. Anonymizing networks like Tor allows users to access 
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Internet services confidentially by using a sequence of routers to hide the client’s MAC(message authentication 

code) address from the server. In this case nymble system on by jamming (blocking) IP address is not a effective 

solution in mentioned. The disadvantage of nymble system likes Sybil attack, centralized system, revealing 

identity. To propose c above all disadvantage we are designing new system called as ―Prevention and Detection 

of misbehaving users in anonymizing network‖ in this system complete MAC(message authentication code)  

address is blocked if user misusing. Window size depended upon user will block .In this networks achievement 

is limited up to users persons are employing this secrecy for abusive principles like disfiguring popular Web 

sites. In those cases, the manager of website depends on solution of episodic MAC address jamming for 

disabling access to misbehaving clients, but jamming IP addresses is not sensible if the abuser routes through an 

anonymizing network. And hence, administrators block all known exit nodes of anonymizing networks, disagree 

with anonymous access to behaving and misbehaving users alike, however this makes problem for know and 

real users and preventing them from access website. Thus, in this project we are presenting the new solution to 

overcome this problem. We presented a system in which servers can ―blacklist‖ misbehaving clients, by this 

means blocking clients without compromising entire   anonymity. Our system is thus nonbeliever to different 

servers’ definitions of misbehavior — servers can blacklist users for anything reason, and the security of 

blacklisted users is maintained. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

To overcome the above said problem, several researchers come with different solutions, each providing some 

degree of accountability. 1) In pseudonymous credential system clients using pseudonyms log into Web sites, 

which can be added to a blacklist if a clients misbehaves. Unluckily, this approach results in weakens the 

anonymity provided and pseudonymity for all users by the anonymizing network.  2) Group managers in the 

direction of revoke misbehaving clients into severs it allows basic group signatures anonymity by complaining. 

Servers have to query the group administrator for every thus, and authentication, lacks scalability. Perceptible 

signatures allow the group administrator to release a traced the particular clients generate all signatures allowed 

trapdoor. Approach does not provide toward the back unlinkability with the intention of we aspiration, the 

complaint hang about anonymous after where a user’s accesses. To the rear relinkability someplace servers can 

blacklist clients for anything reason since the security of the blacklisted clients is not at threat. In difference, 

draw near without relinkability need to pay alert attention to why and when a client must have all their relations 

linked, and clients must be troubled about whether their behaviours will be judged fairly. Several additions done 

into this approach such as VLR (Verifier-local revocation), though this also require weighty computation at 

server. 

 

 III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

3.1 Anonymous Mac Address Blocking   

Anonymizing networks on MAC address is used for blocking misbehaving clients. IP address can be 

dynamically generated, which plaster MAC address as client’s identity, it’s not helpful to solve problem as, 

there is no possibility for Sybil attack, it can’t be change at any cost physical address is used MAC address. As 

presented system to overcome above all drawback is totally centralized to nymble manager, we used dependable 

system where second manager may lever task of first nymble manager failure. Present system has scalability 

property as well as it can handle multiple server requests at a time.  
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Fig.1 Nymble System Architecture 

We use effectively cryptography algorithm our system on the security it is hard to break. We currently a secure 

system called ―Prevention and Detection of anonymizing network on misbehaving users‖, which supply all the 

following properties, subjective blacklisting, relinkability, anonymous authentication, rate-limited anonymous 

connections, fast authentication speeds, revocation auditability - where users can verify whether they have been 

blacklisted, and also details the Sybil attack to make its consumption practical. nymble collection order by user 

gain to connect to websites, A special type of pseudonym, the stream of nymbles replicates anonymous access to 

services used without extra information; these nymbles are working out hard to link. Following above figure 

shows the basic architecture of proposed approach. 

 

3.2 Nymble Manager   
 Behaving users to connect anonymous allowed IP address of their server can consequently blacked users list 

anonymous users without knowledge there IP address. In our systems make sure that user is alert of their black 

user list status before they are presently disconnect and a Nymble, instantly if they are blacked users listed.  

 

3.3 Pseudonym Manager   
The user must first contact the Pseudonym Manager (PM) and demonstrate control over a resource; for IP-

address blocking, the user must connect to the Pseudonym Manager directly,( i.e., not through a known anonym 

zing network) guarantee that the same pseudonym is always subject for the same resource. As shown in Figure 

1. We assume the PM has knowledge about Tor routers, for example, and can make sure that users are 

corresponding with it directly. The controlled resource in chose base Pseudonyms is deterministically, 
 

3.4 Blacklisting a User   
There connections to be anonymous expect users making using of anonymizing networks. If a server gets hold 

of a seed for that user, on the other hand, it can connection that user’s following connections. It is of greatest 

importance that users are informing of their blacked user list status before they currently a nymble ticket Id to a 

server. In our system, the user can be downloading from the server’s blacked users list and verify her status. If 

blacked user listed, the users disconnects immediately. 

 

3.5 Notifying the User of Blacklist Status 
Since the blacked user list is cryptographically signed by the Mymble Manager (NM), the authenticity of the 

blacked user list is simply verified if the blacked user list was updated in the present time period it’s only one 

update to the blacked user list per time period is allowed. 
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Pseudonym Creation 

Equation:   

i) f(x) =  

ii)  

 Where  

   i)  f(x) is function concatenate all string of the filed from the User profile 

   ii)     -> each profile attributes 

  iii)     -> Pseudonym   

  iv)   P(f(x)) -> Random Function to calculate pseudonym  

Algorithm: 

   Input: Set U = {u1,u2,…..,un} 

    Output: Pseudonym (Ps) 

Step a: Get the user profile attribute set U 

Step b: Convert all the attribute to string type 

Step c: Concatenate all the string to get a single string  

Step d: Get the auto incremented user ID as I 

Step e: x=ID mod 7 

Step f: for i=0 to String length 

Step g: Fetch  character from the String   

Step h: Continue till 7 characters are selected 

Step i: Concatenate all the 7 character 

Step j: return pseudonym  

  

Attacks: A={   ,…,  } is Attack set      

A1 Attack Equation: 

 

If(A1)=> >Lim 

Where  

i) f(A1) is function to identify uploading excess amount of data attack 

ii)  -> Uploading data 

iii) Lim  -> Limits 

 Algorithm: 

 Input: User uploading data UPdata, threshold size (lim) 

 Output: User Blocked State 

Step a: Get the user data on the web server 

Step b: Get the current of the file size   

Step c: if( >lim) 

Step d: Tag user as misbehavior user 

Step e: Get pseudonym 

Step f:  Add pseudonym in blocked list 

Step g:  Update User’s Status   
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Step h:  Return user state   

  

A2 Attack Equation: 

If(A2)=>   

 

Where  

i) f(A2) is function to identify DMA attack 

ii)  -> User uploading data 

iii)   -> Respective User 

Algorithm: 

   Input: User accessing data Udata 

    Output: User Blocked State 

Step a: Allow user to access data on the web server  

Step b: Get the user access data name as  

Step c: if  does not belongs to him 

Step d: Tag user as misbehavior user 

Step e: Get pseudonym 

Step f:  Add pseudonym in blocked list 

Step g:  Update User’s Status   

Step h:  Return user state   

  

A4 Attack Equation: 

 

If(A4)=>   

Where  

i) f(A2) is function to identify Password attack 

ii)  -> User Password 

iii)   -> Respective User 

Algorithm: 

Input: User password  and  

 Output: User Blocked State 

Step a: Allow user to login in his account 

Step b: Get the user credentials like  and  

Step c: if  does not belongs to  

Step d: then warn user for 3 times  

Step e: reset password  

Step f:  Mail New password to Original user 

Step g:  Get pseudonym   

Step h:  Add pseudonym  in blocked list 

 

A5 Unblocking User Equation: 

 

If(A5)=>  - ) > T 
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Where  

i) f(unb) is function to identify unblocking user 

ii)  -> Current time 

iii)  -> Blocked time 

iv) T -> Threshold time 

Algorithm: 

Input: Blocked time as  , Current time as   and Threshold time as T 

Output: Unblocked Blocked State 

Step a: Get  and  and T 

Step b: Get pseudonym   

Step c: Add pseudonym in blocked list  

Step d: Update User’s Status  

Step e: return User State     

 

3.5 Nymble – Authenticated Connection 
Blacked user list facility assures that any truthful server can certainly block misbehaving users. Particularly, if a 

truthful server complains regarding a user that misbehaved in the present link facility window, the complaint 

will be successful and the user spirit not be able to nymble connect, ascertain a Nymble-authenticated 

connection, to the server successfully in subsequent time periods of that link facility window. Rate limiting 

declare any truthful server that no user can successfully at any single time period  more than once to connect 

nimble Non frame facility assurance that any truthful user who is reasonable according to an truthful server can 

nimble connect to that server.  

 

Fig 2 Pseudonym Manager 

This check an attacker from framing a reasonable honest user by getting the blacked user listed for someone 

else’s misbehavior. This possession presumes each identity user has a single unique identity. Then identity will 

are using the IP addresses, it is possible for a user to frame an truthful user who afterward find the same IP 

address. Non frame facility seizes true only aligned attackers with different IP addresses identities. A user is 

reasonable according to a server if she has not been blacked user list by the server, and has not gone beyond the 

rate border of launched Nymble connections. Truthful servers must be able to make different between 

illegitimate and legitimate users. Ambiguity defend the Ambiguity of truthful users, in spite of their authenticity 
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according to the possibly corrupt server the server cannot learn any more information beyond whether the user 

behind an attempt to make a nimble connection is legitimate or illegitimate. 

 

Fig 3 Blacklist a User 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

We have proposed and built a comprehensive credential system called Nymble, which can be used to add a layer 

of account ability to any publicly known anonymizing network. Our new design is not only robust and scalable, 

but also securer under different types of attacks. A new system is planned that adds an further layer of security 

to the anonymous networks. In Our system we tried to blacked users list activities; we have followed the several 

types of attacks. This system is used to block the misbehaving users in anonymizing networks. It automatically 

finds the misbehaving user and blacklists them without affecting their anonymity and privacy. In this adds one 

more layer of security to the system. The proposed method motivates the need for dynamic forgiveness and 

security in anonymous networks and this system will increase the acceptance of anonymous networks that is 

blocked by several services because of users who misuse their anonymity. 
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